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Abstract

In this paper we extend previous work on the
boundary-based approach to describing shape, by
deriving an unbounded hierarchy of “atomic”
shape descriptors (called tokens) based on tangent
bearing and its successive derivatives, and incor-
porating angle and cusp curve features. Both open
and closed curves have token-string descriptions
at all levels in the hierarchy. We provide a pair
of compatibility matrices for generating transition
tables for any level, from which level-specific to-
ken ordering graphs that encode basic string syn-
tax can be systematically constructed.

1 Introduction
In the development of conceptual tools for spatial representa-
tion and reasoning, the category of shape has proved to be one
of the most problematic areas. Some important earlier work,
representative of the boundary-based approach to shape, is
exemplified by the contour codons of Hoffman and Richards
[1982] and the extremum primitives of Leyton[1988]. These
two approaches, although differing in motivation and detail,
both used the idea of characterising the shape of an outline
by means of a string of tokens, recording salient curvature-
based features encountered during a traversal of the outline.
A more recent approach, using yet another set of primitives,
is that of[Galton and Meathrel, 1999]. In [Meathrel and Gal-
ton, 2000], we attempted to define the boundary-based ap-
proach to shape in a more general and systematic way. By
considering variations in curvature as a starting point, wede-
rived two sets ofatomic tokensfor describing curves, and
presentedtoken ordering graphsfor verifying the syntax of
atomic curve descriptions.

The present paper extends the work described in[Meathrel
and Galton, 2000] in three significant respects: (i) by system-
atically investigating the structure of sets of atomic curvature-
based tokens, resulting in an unbounded hierarchy of atomic
tokens, (ii) by incorporating kink points (angles and cusps)
into the framework of tokens, and (iii) by providing a pair
of compatibility matrices, and an algorithm, for generating
transition tables for any level in the hierarchy, from which
level-specific token ordering graphs can be constructed.

2 Deriving the hierarchy of atomic tokens
At each point on a curve, the tangent to the curve at the point
is either defined or undefined. The rate of change of the tan-
gent bearingb with distance along a curve gives us curvature
(the first derivative of tangent bearing with respect to arc-
length). We can also consider the rate of change of curvature
(0), which is the second derivative of tangent bearing. For
each curve we can think of there being an infinite number of
associated plots. Our hierarchy of descriptors is based on a
discretisation ofb and its derivatives. For tangent bearing we
are interested in whetherb is defined (D) or undefined (U ),
so we use the quantity spacefD;Ug. Points where the tan-
gent bearing is undefined correspond to angles and cusps, and
may be referred to askink points. For all of the derivatives of
tangent bearing (i.e.,; 0; 00; : : :), we use the quantity spacef+; 0;�; Ug, since a derivative may be positive, zero, nega-
tive, or undefined.

2.1 Curve states
Associated with each pointP on a curve is a sequence of
qualitative values, representingb, , 0, etc. Thecomplete
curve stateatP corresponds to an infinite sequence of values.
We write�kx to denote thekth component of the curve statex. Not all component sequences give rise to valid curve states.
If a component has a value other thanU , then the value of the
next component is unconstrained. If, however, a component
doeshave the valueU , then all subsequent components must
also beU . More formally, a curve statex must satisfy the
following constraint:(8k)( �kx = U ! �k+1x = U )
A partial curve stateat P is any initialn-tuple of the com-
plete curve state. So ifx = hD;+i, for example, then�1x = D, �2x = +, andx is a partial curve state that is
assigned to points on a curve where the tangent bearing is
defined and the curvature is positive.

We refer to a partial curve state withn components as a
level-n state. Given the complete set of states for some levelk, it is straightforward to generate the set of states for levelk+1. Each statex, at levelk, generates a set of level-k+1
states,S, as follows (wherey = �kx):S = ( f h: : : ; y; Ui g if y = Uf h: : : ; y;+i; h: : : ; y; 0i; otherwiseh: : : ; y;�i; h: : : ; y; Ui g



There are two partial curve states with one component:hDi andhUi. From these two states we can generate the five
states of level 2 and then, from those, the fourteen states of
level 3:hDi : hD;+i; hD; 0i; hD;�i; hD;UihUi : hU;UihD;+i : hD;+;+i; hD;+; 0i; hD;+;�i; hD;+; UihD; 0i : hD; 0;+i; hD; 0; 0i; hD; 0;�i; hD; 0; UihD;�i : hD;�;+i; hD;�; 0i; hD;�;�i; hD;�; UihD;Ui : hD;U;UihU;Ui : hU;U; Ui

For each point on a curve we can assign a partial curve
state ofk components, so we could theoretically represent a
curve by providing a mapping between curve points and par-
tial curve states. However, such a mapping would be infinite
and therefore of no practical use. Because our state compo-
nents take qualitative values, however, certain states mayper-
sist over intervals of curve and, therefore, support mappings
that are finite. A curve state may have an intervaland/or a
point interpretation. A state that has an interval interpretation
may persist over an interval of curve, and a state that has a
point interpretation may hold at a single curve point, without
holding on any interval adjoining that point. Anatomic token
identifies a particular interpretation of a partial curve state.

2.2 Interval and point interpretation
For each set of level-k curve states, we obtain a correspond-
ing set of level-k atomic tokens by considering the allowable
interpretations of each state. A state may support an interval
interpretation, a point interpretation, or both. An atomicto-
ken (or “atom”) is a particular interpretation of a particular
state, and is identified by asignatureconsisting of a sequence
of qualitative component values. A signature that is under-
lined indicates an interval interpretation; a non-underlined
signature indicates a point interpretation. The atomD+, for
example, is identified with the interval interpretation of the
statehD;+i, and the atomD+-0 is identified with the point
interpretation of the statehD;+;�; 0i.

A curve state may hold at a single pointiff one of its com-
ponents is either zero or undefined. This is because if all
components are defined, then all of them are continuous, and
hence the values ‘+’ and ‘�’ can only hold over intervals. A
curve state may persist over an intervaliff none of its com-
ponents are undefined and, whenever a component has the
value zero, the next component also has the value zero. The
following predicates, therefore, can be used to determine the
interpretations that are supported by a curve state:point-interp(x)$ (9k)(�kx = U _ �kx = 0)interval-interp(x)$(:9k)(�kx = U) ^ (8k)(�kx = 0! �k+1x = 0)
2.3 Atomic hierarchy
For each set of partial curve states (each level) we can use the
predicatespoint-interp andinterval-interp to obtain the cor-
responding set of atoms. The partial curve states and atoms

for level 3 are as follows:hD;+;+i : D++hD;+; 0i : D+0;D+0hD;+;�i : D+-hD;+; Ui : D+UhD; 0;+i : D0+hD; 0; 0i : D00;D00hD; 0;�i : D0-

hD; 0; Ui : D0UhD;�;+i : D-+hD;�; 0i : D-0;D-0hD;�;�i : D--hD;�; Ui : D-UhD;U;Ui : DUUhU;U; Ui : UUU

The first four levels of the hierarchy of atomic tokens are
shown in Figure 1. Each atom in the hierarchy (except the
atomsD andU at level 1) is a child of a single parent atom at
the previous level, i.e., each atom at levelk is derivable from
one, and only one, atom at levelk�1. We call parent atoms
that have more than one childexpansive, and those with only
one childnon-expansive. An interval atom is expansiveiff
its last component is either ‘+’ or ‘�’, otherwise it is non-
expansive. A point atom is expansiveiff its last component is
not ‘U ’, otherwise it is non-expansive. At level 1, then, there
is just one non-expansive atom,U, which propagates through
the hierarchy asUU, UUU, and so on. The other level-1 atom,
D, expands into five atoms at level 2; two of which are non-
expansive:D0 andDU.

Any atom is either an interval (I) or a point (P), and either
expansive (E) or non-expansive (N), giving us four kinds of
atoms: IE, IN, PE, and PN. Each IE atom yields five children:
two IE atoms, one IN atom, one PE atom, and one PN atom.
Each PE atom yields four children: three PE atoms and one
PN atom. The non-expansive atoms, IN and PN, yield a single
IN atom and a single PN atom, respectively.

The recursive equations for calculating the numbers of
each kind of atom at levelk, and the actual figures for lev-
els 1 to 6, are as follows:

IE(k) = 2� IE(k � 1)
IN(k) = IN(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)
PE(k) = 3� PE(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)
PN(k) = PN(k � 1) + PE(k � 1) + IE(k � 1)

Total(k) = IE(k) + IN(k) + PE(k) + PN(k)
Level IE IN PE PN Total

1 1 0 0 1 2
2 2 1 1 2 6
3 4 3 5 5 17
4 8 7 19 14 48
5 16 15 65 41 137
6 32 31 211 122 396

2.4 Atom labelling
Annotating curves with signatures and describing curves with
strings of signatures is not ideal. Therefore, for notational
convenience, we assign each atom at level two or above a
suitable descriptive label, according to the following conven-
tion1: the label begins with ‘P’, ‘ Z’, ‘ N’, or ‘U’, depending

1At level 1,D is given the label ‘D’ andU is given the label ‘Ub’,
where ‘b’ signifies that the tangent bearing component is undefined.
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Figure 1: The first four levels of the atomic hierarchy

on whether the curvature component is positive, zero, nega-
tive, or undefined. The remaining components (0; 00; : : :) are
denoted by a superscripted string, whose elements are values
from the setf+; 0;�; Ug. The label is underlined if the atom
it is symbolising is an interval. To distinguish between the
two distinct kinds of atoms where the curvature component isU , we use the label ‘Ub’ for atoms where the tangent bearing
component is alsoU , and ‘U’ for atoms where the tangent
bearing isD. Using the new notation, the first three sets of
atomic tokens are written as follows:

Level 1 : D;Ub
Level 2 : P;Z;Z;N;U;Ub
Level 3 : P+;P0;P0;P�;PU;Z+;Z0;Z0;Z�;ZU;N+;N0;N0;N�;NU;U;Ub

2.5 Kink points
At each level in the hierarchy there exists a single kink-point
atom labelledUb, each component of which takes the valueU . Such atoms represent points on a curve where the tangent
bearing (and therefore all of its derivatives) are undefined,
and correspond perceptually to angles and cusps. Clearly, we
would like to be able to distinguish between different kinds
of kink points, otherwise we are losing important curve infor-
mation. In particular, the two most relevant aspects of a kink
point we would like to preserve are its orientation (whether
it is inward-pointing or outward-pointing) and its type, i.e.,
whether it is an angle or a cusp. In order to distinguish be-
tween the different kinds of kink points, we introduce the
following kink tokensinto our representation:U< andU>
(for inward and outward pointing angles, respectively), andU� andU� (for inward and outward pointing cusps, respec-
tively). These tokens have the same status asUb, in that they
can be thought of as appearing at every level in the hierarchy.
Note, however, that kink tokens are notatomic, since the pro-
cess by which the atomic tokens are derived does not produce
them. Instead, we need to introduce them explicitly.

3 Atomic description
A curve is described by a string of atomic tokens taken from
a particular level in the hierarchy. By prefixing descriptions

with a symbol indicating curve type, both open and closed
curves can be represented. We use ‘_’ for open curves and
‘’ for closed ones. Our convention for relating changes in
tangent bearing to curvature is that a clockwise change in tan-
gent bearing indicates positive curvature, while an anticlock-
wise change indicates negative curvature. Thus positive cur-
vature is associated with convex curve segments and negative
curvature with concave segments. A curve can be traversed
in one of two directions. For a closed curve, the direction is
that which preserves the intended figure/ground relationship.
For open curves, consistent description dictates that one of
the two directions is chosen as the “default” one.

Shown in Figure 2 are two curves that have been annotated
with level-3 atoms. Note thatP0 refers to a convex circular
arc (constant positive curvature over an interval), whereasP0
refers to a positive curvature extremum; and analogously withN0 andN0. Given a closed curve there will be, in general, a
number of different token strings that describe it. However,
we can easily transform one string into another by cyclically
shifting it by a certain amount. In this sense, all of the strings
may be considered equivalent. Any one of sixteen level-3
strings may be used to describe the closed curve in Figure 2,
two of which are obtained by either starting at theU< or start-
ing at the uppermostZ0:U< P+ P0 P� Z� N�N0 N+ U� Z0U P0 U> Z0U� P0Z0 U P0 U> Z0 U� P0 U< P+ P0 P� Z� N� N0N+ U�

The importance of specifying a particular direction for
open curves is illustrated by the open curve in Figure 2, where
a reversal of direction yields the description_Z0U< N�.
Note, however, that under a system where “mirror-reflected”
curves are considered equivalent, the direction chosen for
traversal is unimportant.

3.1 Levels of description

A curve has a description at every atomic level. The most
coarse-grained description is at level 1, where only the atomsD andUb are available. By moving down the hierarchy (and
incorporating more qualitative components) we get finer-
grained descriptions that reflect the increase in discriminatory
power that extra components provide.
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Figure 2: Example curves labelled with level-3 atoms

Given the description of a curve at some levelk, we can
derive all of the coarser-grained descriptions for the curve,
i.e., from the description at level 1 through to the description
at levelk�1. If X denotes the description of a curveC, at
level k > 1, then the following straightforward three-step
procedure yields the description ofC at levelk�1:

1. Replace each atom ofX with its parent.

2. Iteratively replace substrings of the formxx (wherex is
a single atom) withx, until there are no more substrings
of the formxx.

3. If C is a closed curve, and the string resulting from the
previous step is of length greater than two, and begins
and ends with atoms of the same type, then remove the
last atom in the string.

By applying the procedure to the ellipse shown in Figure 3,
we get the level-2 descriptionP, by re-applying the proce-
dure withP as input, we get the most coarse-grained de-
scription for an ellipse:D.

P0

P0

P0

P0

P

P P+

P+

Figure 3: An ellipse described at level 3

Although we can derive all coarser-grained descriptions
for a curve given its description at levelk > 1, it is not possi-
ble, in general, to derive any of its finer-grained descriptions.
The occasion when itis possible to derive a finer-grained de-
scription is when the description given consists entirely of
atoms that are non-expansive, in which caseall finer-grained
descriptions are accessible. Consider the description of a
square at level 2:ZU> ZU> ZU> ZU>. Because bothZ andU> are non-expansive, we can get the “finer-grained”
description at level 3 by replacing each atom in the string
with its single child atom. The level-5 description, for ex-
ample, isZ000U> Z000 U> Z000U> Z000U>. Another ex-
ample would be a shape that has the level-3 description_P0
(i.e., a convex circular arc segment). For most shapes it would
appear that there exists some minimal value ofk such that its
description at levelk contains only non-expansive atoms. For

the square,k = 2; descriptions at levelsk > 2 are unneces-
sary, leading to no increase in “qualitative precision”. For a
circle, we need to go to level 3 to achieve this. In this sense,
a circle might be regarded as a more complex shape than a
square.

4 Token ordering graphs
A curve is described by stringing together those atoms that
correspond to the “atomic” qualitative boundary features of
the curve. Clearly, some features can occur together and some
cannot. A token ordering graph (TOG), of the kind introduced
in [Meathrel and Galton, 2000], encodes the constraints that
determine the basic string syntax for a set of atoms. In this
section, we show how the transition tables that underlie such
graphs can be systematically constructed for each level of the
atomic hierarchy.

Given a set of atoms, a TOG is a way of pictorially repre-
senting the two complementary transition tables that specify
which atoms may follow which other atoms in a string. The
interval-interval (“I-I”) table tells us which interval atoms
can follow which other interval atoms. Theinterval-point-
interval (“I-P-I”) table tells us which point atoms can occur
in between each pair of interval atoms. It is the construction
of these tables, then, that we are primarily interested in. The
I-I and I-P-I tables for level 2 are given later, in Figure 4.

4.1 Compatibility matrices
We make use of twocompatibility matriceswhen construct-
ing I-I and I-P-I tables. First, consider the construction of
an I-I table for a given level in the hierarchy. Each cell(row x; columny) in an I-I table contains a tickiff the in-
terval atomy can directly follow the interval atomx. Given
interval atomsx andy, at leveln, we can determine whether
ot not y can directly followx by making use of the matrix
given in Table 1. The matrix tells us whether or not thekth
qualitative components of the atomsx andy are compatible.�ky = + �ky = 0 �ky = ��kx = + > �k+1x = � ?�kx = 0 �k+1y = + > �k+1y = ��kx = � ? �k+1x = + >

Table 1: Compatibility matrix for I-I tables

Thekth component ofy is compatible with thekth compo-
nent ofx, andompatible(k; y; x) holds,iff the condition in
the corresponding cell is satisfied. If�kx and�ky are of op-
posing signs then they are definitely incompatible (signified
by a? in the appropriate cell), because a derivative cannot
change from positive to negative (or vice versa) without tak-
ing the value0 or U in between. If an interval over which�k has the value0 is followed immediately by an interval
over which�k is positive, then in the latter interval it must
initially be increasing, i.e.,�k+1 must be positive. This ex-
plains the entry for cell(�kx = 0; �ky = +). Analogous



�ky = + �ky = 0 �ky = ��kx = + �kp = + _ �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = �^ �k+1y = +) �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = �) �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = �^ �k+1y = �)�kx = 0 �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1y = +) �k�1p = U �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1y = �)�kx = � �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = +^ �k+1y = +) �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = +) �kp = � _ �kp = U _(�kp = 0 ^ �k+1x = +^ �k+1y = �)
Table 2: Compatibility matrix for I-P-I tables

explanations hold for the other non-trivial entries in the table.
Given interval atomsx andy at leveln, then,y can directly
follow x iff an-follow(y; x) holds:an-follow(y; x)$y 6= x ^ (8k)( 1 < k � n! ompatible(k; y; x) )
In other words,y andx must be distinct interval atoms (to
ensure an underlying state change), and the components ofy must be compatible with the components ofx. Note that,
whenever a condition in the matrix refers to an “unavailable”
component of an atom�, i.e., whenk+1 > n, the conditionis
satisfied because the value of�n+1� is unconstrained (since it
is not specified). As an example, consider the level-3 interval
atomsP+ andP0, and whetherP0 can directly followP+. We
start by comparing thesecondcomponent of each atom, since
all interval atoms have the same value (D) for their first com-
ponent. Because both�2 P+ and�2 P0 take the value ‘+’,
the compatibility condition is>, and therefore satisfied. The
condition of compatibility for the final component pair eval-
uates to�4 P+ = �, since�3 P+ = + and�3 P0 = 0. The
condition is satisfied becauseP+ has no fourth component
(P+ is a generalisation of a set of child atoms that includes
the level-4 atomP+�).

Next, consider the construction of an I-P-I table for a given
level in the hierarchy. Each cell(row x; columny) in an I-P-I
table contains a list of point atoms that can occur in between
interval atomsx andy. For I-P-I tables, we make use of the
compatibility matrix given in Table 2, which differs from the
matrix for I-I tables in that the notion of compatibility con-
cernsthreecomponents rather than just two. Given a point
atomp and interval atomsx andy, at leveln, the compo-
nent�kp is compatible with the components�kx and�ky,
andompatible(k; p; x; y) holds,iff the condition in the cor-
responding cell is satisfied. A point atomp, then, can occur
in between two interval atomsx andy (afterx and beforey)
iff an-our-between(p; x; y) holds:an-our-between(p; x; y)$(9a; b � n)( �ap 6= �ax ^ �bp 6= �by )^ (8k)( 1 < k � n! ompatible(k; p; x; y) )

In other words, the underlying curve state ofp must be dis-
tinct from the underlying curve states ofx and y, and the
qualitative components ofp must be compatible with those
of x andy. As before, conditions that refer to “unavailable”
components are automatically satisfied. To illustrate we shall
use the table to determine which point atoms can come be-
tweenx = P� andy = P0. We have�2x = �2y = + and�3x = �; �3y = 0. We want to know the possible values for�1p, �2p and�3p. Since the definition ofan-our-between
imposes no constraints on the first level components,�1p can
be eitherD or U . For k = 2, the top-left cell of the matrix
states that�2p may be any of+, U , and0, but0 is ruled out
because it requires that�3x = � and�3y = +, which con-
tradicts�3y = 0. Moving on tok = 3, we consult the middle
cell in the bottom row of the matrix. We see that�3p may
be eitherU or 0, the additional constraints on the latter value
being irrelevant in the present case, ask+1 > 3. Remember-
ing that if any component isU , all subsequent components
must beU too, we derive the following candidate component
sequences forp:hU;U; Ui; hD;+; Ui; hD;+; 0i; hD;U;Ui
corresponding to the level-3 atomsUb, PU, P0, andU. The
first condition ofan-our-between rules outP0, as its un-
derlying curve state is not distinct from that ofy. Thus we
conclude that only the point atomsUb, PU, andU can occur
in between the interval atomsP� andP0.
4.2 Transition tables
The set of atoms at levelk is the union of a set of interval
atoms,Ik, and a set of point atoms,Pk, e.g., at level 2 we
haveI2 = fP;Z;Ng andP2 = fZ;U;Ubg. The transi-
tion tables at levelk, I-Ik and I-P-Ik, each containjIkj2 cells,
one for each ordered pair of interval atoms. We refer to a
cell (row x; columny) in the I-Ik and I-P-Ik tables by writing
I-Ik(x; y) and I-P-Ik(x; y), respectively. The following algo-
rithm populates the I-I and I-P-I tables for any levelk > 1 in
the hierarchy2:

2At level 1, I-I1(D;D) is empty and I-P-I1(D;D) containsUb.



for each hx; yi 2 Ik� Ik do
if an-follow(y; x) then I-Ik(x; y) p;
for each p 2 Pk do

if an-our-between(p; x; y) then addp to I-P-Ik(x; y);
Owing to space constraints, only the I-I and I-P-I transition

tables for level 2 are given here (see Figure 4). As described
in x2.5, we can substitute the single kink-point atomUb with
a set of kink tokens:fU<;U>;U�;U�g. In order to do this,
we need to replace eachUb in cell (x; y) of the I-P-I table
with the correct subset of kink tokens, as follows: (i) replaceUb with U< andU>, and (ii) addU� if �2x = + or�2y = +,
and addU� if �2x = � or �2y = �, i.e., inward-pointing
cusps must be flanked by an interval of positive curvature and
outward-pointing cusps by an interval of negative curvature
(cf. [Galton and Meathrel, 1999,x3.2]).P Z NP pZ p pN p

P Z NP ZUb U Ub U ZUb UZ Ub U Ub Ub UN ZUb U Ub U ZUb U
Figure 4: The I-I and I-P-I tables for level 2

4.3 Graph correspondence
A TOG consists of nodes representing atomic tokens and
edges representing token ordering constraints. The nodes for
interval atoms are shown as rectangles and those for point
atoms as circles. Any path through a TOG, which starts
and finishes at a node representing an interval atom, yields
a syntactically valid string of tokens that is instantiableas
an open curve and that may or may not be instantiable as a
closed curve. A TOG that encodes the ordering constraints
for the atoms of level 2 (incorporating the set of kink tokens)
is shown in Figure 5. We have seen that we can construct I-I
and I-P-I tables for any level of the atomic hierarchy. From
the tables for a particular level, a corresponding TOG can be
constructed that visually encodes the constraints given bythe
table contents. We do not here provide an algorithm for con-
structing TOGs from I-I and I-P-I tables; details relevant to
such an algorithm may be found in[Meathrel and Galton,
2000,x5]. The TOG in Figure 5, then, corresponds to the I-I
and I-P-I tables given in Figure 4 (withUb replaced with the
kink tokens, as described at the end ofx4.2). The TOGs in
Figures 2 and 4 of[Meathrel and Galton, 2000] correspond,
respectively, to the I-I and I-P-I tables of levels 2 and 3 of the
atomic hierarchy3.

3With Ub not replaced by the more-specific kink tokens.
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Figure 5: Level-2 TOG with distinct angle and cusp tokens

5 Conclusion
We have generalised the work described in[Meathrel and
Galton, 2000], by deriving an unbounded hierarchy of atomic
tokens and incorporating distinct kink tokens for inward and
outward pointing angles and cusps. Both open and closed
curves have qualitative descriptions, consisting of strings of
atoms, at every level of the hierarchy, with the most coarse-
grained description at level 1. Higher-numbered levels, where
more qualitative components are included, possess greater
discriminatory power and allow for finer-grained descrip-
tions. We showed how, for each level of the hierarchy, I-I and
I-P-I transition tables, encoding the ordering constraints for
the set of atoms at that level, can be constructed by a simple
algorithm that makes use of a pair of compatibility matrices.
From a pair of I-I and I-P-I tables, a corresponding TOG can
be constructed that visually encodes their constraints.

In [Meathrel and Galton, 2000], we showed how sequences
of atomic tokens (with “contexts”) can be used to model
boundary-based schemes such as those of Leyton[1988] and
Hoffman and Richards[1982]. We believe the theory pre-
sented here provides an adequate basis for constructingany
boundary-based scheme of qualitative shape descriptors.
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